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•Factor and Output Market Effects of Technical Changes 

and Public Investment Policies in Agriculture 

Hans P. Binswanger and Jaime B. Quizon 

Introduction 

This paper presents a class of partial equlibrium models which 

investigate the effects of technical change and shifts in factor 

supplies and output demand on the equilibrium prices and quantities 

of output and factors of production in a particular sector of the 

economy. While the models can be applied to any sector they have 

been built with agriculture in mind and we will use this sector to talk 

about the models. 

The models are extension of earlier work by Evenson and Welch 

(1974) and Evenson (1978) who treated a case of a sector with one 

producing region and two factors of production. The key idea of that 

model was to trace simultaneously the effects of technical change, 

factor supply shifts and output demand shifts on equilibrium prices 

and quantities in the land, labor and output markets. In each of 

these markets both demand and supply are assumed to be price responsive. 

This early effort provided many insights. However ·since it 

used a production function framework it was difficult to extend to 

more than two factors of production, more than one region or more 

than one sector. Binswanger (1978) reformulated the model in terms 

of cost functions which made it amenable to such extensions and also 

put it into a framework in which was easier to estimate the required 

;~ . 
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parameters for empirical implementation. 

The paper here is part of a larger project to formulate and esti-

mate a model of factor and output price determination for the rural 

sector of India with several regions and a substantial number of factors 

of production, using the basic approach of the Evenson-Welch model. It 

is clear that for a many factor-many region model the number of analytically 

derivable solutions will not be very large. In this paper the basic 

equation system for this class of models is developed, starting with 

systems of factor demand and output supply equations which can be 

estimated empirically. This will be done in section 1. (In later papers we 

intend to apply this model to India and the Philippines to evaluate the 

income distribution :iinpact of policies aimed at changing rates and biases 

of technical change and influencing factor supplies and output demand 

in different regions.) 

Here we want to use the same systems of equations to derive 

analytical results analogous to the Evenson-Welch model at the 

largest possible level of generality, by increasing the number of 

factors of production and the number of regions. The general system 

of equation derived first forms a class of models of which we will 

consider several submodels. The submodels are distinguished by (1) the 

number of factors in price responsive supply, (2) the number of 

factors in exogenous (fixed) supply, (3) the number of factors in 

infinitely elastic supply (or factors with fixed prices), and (4) 

the number of regions. The models are described in the table below 
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with the sections in which they a=e discussed. 

Model Class No.of Price No.of Factors No.of Factors Regions 
Responsive With Fixed With Fixed 

Section No. Factors Supply Price 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Evenson/Welch 2 0 

2/0/m 2 0 

2/1/0 2 1 

1/1/0/ML 1 1 

1/1/0/IL 1 1 

0 

m 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

2,with mobile 
labor 

2,with immobile 
labor · 

In agriculture it is of ten useful to consider the supply of land 

as fixed and that is the rationale for the development of those models above 

where land is fixed. Furthermore, intermediate inputs are of ten supplied to 

the agricultural sector from other sectors that are able to expand 

production easily and whose prices can therefore be considered to be 

technologically determined or fixed exogenously. One of the submodels, 

therefore, treats the ,case wherein such factors are in infinitely elastic 

supply. 

Sections 1 and 2 discuss the approach and develop the first model 

with a verbal discuss ion of the results. Sections 3, 4 and 5 are . 

mainly proofs, repeating the pattern of sections 1 and 2 for different 

models. Sections 6 and 7 return more to economic implications. 

Note that this paper is an inventory of distributional 

effects for a large class of cases. Its use would primarily be for 
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readers interested in particular special cases for which they can make 

use of specific equations. Furthermore, the approach is far from ex-

hausted. For example, we do not specifically develop the equations for 

the quantity effects. However these effects can be solved for by com-

bining the factor supply equations of the models with the factor price solutions, 

and the output demand equations with the output price solutions in a 

straightforward manner. 

Sections 1 and 2 and Appendix A follow closely a set 

of unpublished notes by Binswanger (1979) while Section 3 and A'pendix B 

are largely drawn from chapters 2 and 4 of Quizon (1980). 

Finally note that a complete list of symbols is given in table 4 

at the end of this paper. Furthermore many of the proofs involve a 

set of relationships which has been summarized in Table 1 for easy 

reference. 
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TAliLE l 

RELA110NSllIPS BETWl::EN DIF .. EIIBNT CONCEPTS OF ELASTICITIES OF FACTOR DEMAND AND OUTPUT SUPPLY 
---

-~------------~-----
A. Profit Maxiadzatlon With One Factor in Fixed Supply 

(l)· (2) 

Elasticities 
8 

81J • 11 iJ - "zJ + i1- <11zz - 11iz> ~ 0 
z 

.i 
8 u • "u - "u + 8 <11zz - "u:> !. 0 

z 
. 1 

8 n • 7 <111z - "zz> ?. 0 
z 

8YJ • ~ •z <11zz - "Jz> !. 0 

8 • 1 
yy --a"zz > 0 

z 
Technolo8l Shifto 

' I I 

Ei • BiyT' +AZ - Ai 

I I 
Ey • 8yyT' + Az 

~ 

(3) 

Ass~!!P_lcione 

comrex:Lty 

noninfer:Lority 

noninl:er:lority 

con,,exity 

•) Further relati~a used extensively i11l proofs 

1) flty ?.. o, i.e., "u - "Ji !. o 

2) 11 11 - "Ji • -a is the blo factor c111ae 

J) "Ji • (s/aj)111j 

4) ti\ • 0 
j ij s 

5) fl • s1 fl 
ij' i ij 

6) flyj = -•j8jy 

7) EBij + Bi • O; EB j + 8 • 0 J y ~y yy 

A-1 Two Factor Specialization 

(4) 

1 8 ·-- a•-8 LL sz LY 

8 •.La • -8 LY sz LL 

SL 
8 •-a•-8 YL •z YY 

aL 
8 • - a• -8 YY sz YL 

b) Definitions 

B. Profit HaxiJOli:Lation With Elastic Land Supply 

(S) 

• 
yij • 81J - .;i. £Z z 

(6) 

Si 
Yu. ~11 - •z cz ! o 

1 
Yiy • 8iY + sz tz ?. 0 

8 

Yyj • Byj - ~ £z ~ 0 z 

Yyy • 8yy + ! cz ?. o z 
Technology Shifts' 

~· ' ' Ki • YiyT' + AZ - Ai 

~· ' ""y • YyyT' + Az 
1 

1) nij are cost function factc·r demand el.uticitiea 

2) T' is the rate of technical change 

' 3) •\ are the factoral rates of technical change of the 
cost function derived iact~r dcciand curves 

4) ai are factor shares in total product 

5) fliJ are profit function factor de111E.nd or output supply elaaticitie• 
when one factor is in fixed ~upply 

6) yij are factor demand and output supply elaoticitiea when no factor 
is in fixed supply 

1) a ia the elasticity of substitution in the two factor case 
8) Z ia the fixed factor land 

I 
IJ1 
I 

'. 
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1) The basic model and its relation to cost function and technical 

change parameters. 

The models of this paper are based on profit functions which 

correspond uniquely to production functions. However, for the interpretation 

of technical change parameters we also need the link between the profit 

function and cost functions and we breifly digress on_ this issue. 

The correspondence between cost functions and variable profit functions. 

We start from a production function Y • F (V,t) where 

Y is output, V is a vector of factors of production and t is a technology 

shifter. The following conditions are imposed on the production function: 

(a) It i~ twice differentiable in V and (b) homogeneous of degree 

1 in V; (c) st~ictly increasing in V; (d) strictly concave in V over 

its effective domain; (e) and Y is finite for all finite V and unbounded as v 

approaches infinity. For a discussion of these conditions see Jor~enson 

and Lau (1974). Profit functions also exist under weaker conditions, but the 

conditions above are necessary for the correspondences to hold on which this 
paper is based. 

Let U be the prices of factors of production which are exogenous 

to the firm and let producers minimize cost of production C* • V' U. Then 

a unique cost function exists C • C* (Y, U, t) obeying certain regularity 

conditions. A unique set of factor demand curves and monotonicity 

conditions is given by Shephards lemma stating that 

The cost function and the factor demand curves defined by the 

production function and the cost minimizing problem correspond to each 

other and to the production function in a one to one fashion. (For a 
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full discussion of these one to one relationships see Jorgenson and Lau, 

1974). This means that information about the characteristics of the 

production process can be recovered from either the factor demand curves 

or the cost function. 

The vector of inputs can be partitioned into variable and fixed 

inputs V = (X, Z) where X are the variable inputs and Z the fixed inputs. 

The corresponding vector of factor prices might be rewritten as U = (W,S) 

where Wand S are the prices of variable and fixed factors respectively. 

Enterpreneurs, instead of minimizing costs of all factors with a fixed 

output, may maximize variable profits IT*-= PY - X'W subject to F(X, Z, t) 

(where F is the same function as the-one used for the cost minimization 

problem). A unique variable profit function IT* (P, W, Z, t) corresponds 

to this problem with Shephard's lemma providing the following unique 

factor demand and output supply equations and monotonicity conditions. 

(1.2) -xi = rri (W,P,Z,t) < 0 

Y • 1Iy (W,P,Z,t) > 0 

where IIy is the der~vative ~91.th the output price P and 

rr1 is the derivative with respect to input price Wi. 

Production function variable profit function and factor demand 

curves correspond to each other in a unique one-to-one fashion, i.e. information 

about the technology can be recovered from the variable profit function or the 

output supply and factor demand curves and vice versa. The uniqueness of 

the duality relation between the production function and the set of cost 

minimizing factor demand curves (1.1) and the uniqueness of the set of 

the duality relations between the production function and the profit 
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maximizing output supply and factor demand curves in (1.2) implies 

further that (1.1) and (1.2) are related to each other in a one-to-one 

fashion, i.e. that we can recover all information in (1.1) from (1.2) 

and vice versa. We now return to stating the model in its profit 

function version. 
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The Profit Function Formulation 

These factor demand and output supply equations in (1.1) have 

the following slopes and symmetry conditions, in addition to the monotonicity 

conditions discussed before. 

(l.J) • -II ji 

(1.4} 

where the subscripts denotec2rivatives of the profit function with . 

respect to -the prices of the variables indicated in the subscript. 

Differentiating the equations in (l.2} totally and changing 

signs 

(1.5} dX • i 

dY • 
n-1 3Y 

t n__j dWj + IL __ dP + oY dZ + __! dt 
j•l -Y -YY az at 

Now for any variable Q let its rate of change over time be denoted 

as Q' ... N.!.. 
3t Q. 

Then the above equations can be transformed into rates of changes. 

(1.6} ' x -i 
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The notation is explained in (1.7) where the right hand side also 

provides relations among elasticities which follow directly from 

the symmetry constraints (1.3). 

(1. 7) 

Elasticities of factor demand 
with respect to factor prices 

Elasticities of factor demand 
with respect to output prices 

Output supply elasticities with 
respect to input prices 

Output supply ·elasticities with 
respect to output prices 

Share of factor i in total 
output 

Factor demand and output supply 
shifts due to technical change 
given output and factor prices 

Factor demand and output supply 
shifts due to a shift in supply 
of the fixed factor. 

sij • 

SiY • 

Syj .• 

s -yy 

.Sj_ -
EI 

i 

\. Ey 

s 
-nij Wj/Xi - ::i 6 Si ji 

-niY P/Xi - - 1 By -- i 
Si 

llyj lrlj /Y .. - s s j jY 

liyy p /Y 

vi xi 

PY 

- ax1 1 
at xi 

oY l - at y 

Note further that proHt functions are homogeneous of degree one 

in input and output prices. Therefore the factor demand and output 

supply equations (1.2) are homogeneous of degree zero in input and 

output prices, which implies that 

{1.8) ~Sij + 8i! • 

~syj + sYY • 

0 

0 

,> .• ,: ... 
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For the theoretical discussion we admit only one fixed factor Z, 

which we will call land. There may of course be more than one 

fixed factor in any empirical application and then this can be 

handled straightforwardly. For theory purposes we can also 

regard Z as an appropriate index of all fixed factors with the fixed 

factors separable from the variable factors. 

If the production process is homogeneous of degree one in 

all factors of production (variable and fixed), then the profit 

function is homogeneous of degree 1 in the fixed factor (Diewert 

1978). This implies that 

(1.9) - 1 

and this will be assumed throughout. 

System (1.6) can be closed by first adding n factor supply 

equations in rates of changes 

(1.10) -
* where £i is a factor supply elasticity and Xi are exogenously given 

rates of increase in factor supply. Second we add an output demand 

curve 

' ' * (1.11) Y = aP + D 

* where a is the output demand elasticity and D is an exogenous demand 

shifter. Now consider the three factor case with one output where 

'·· 
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L • labor, K • capital, W • wage rate and R • capital rental rate, 

and Z is the third factor land. Cases with n factors are obvious 

generalizations. Combining (1.6) with (1.10) and (1.11) leads to the 

following matrix formulation 

(1.12) ' BLL - &L BLY W' L* -·Z* -\ 

Sn - & R' - K* - Z* -~ .• K 

.eyK Byy - a P' D* - Z* - :E' Y .. 

The extension of (1.12) to the case of many factors is obvious and 

can be written in more compact notation as 

(1.13) ' * GW • K 

where G is called the excess elasticity matrix since it has excess 

elasticities on the diagonal. Note that 

(1.14) G • (13 - E] 

where B .. [13ij] is the elasticity matrix and E = diag [EK' 
I 

W is 

EL, a] • 

is * the vector of endogenous rates of price changes and K 

the vector of exogenous rates of changes in factor supplies, output 

demands and technology shifters. 
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The solution to the system obviously is 

(1.15) W' • G-l K* 

1 which exists G is nonsingular. 

With numerical estimates of the relevant parameters one can 

therefore always solve for the d.mplied changes in factor prices and output 

prices of any known combination of changes in factor supply, output demand 

and technology shifters. Given the price changes one can find the changes 

in input levels and output levels via equations (1.10) and (1.11.) Using 

equation (1.23) given below one can also solve for the implied change in the 

land rent, S, i.e. for s'. 

Before proceeeding we briefly point out the link 

of the analysis of the quantity and price effects with the analysis of 

producer incomes and their income distribution. It is possible to measure 

the nominal income impact of the change in factor prices on a specific 

producer. Let oik be the share of income of producer k arising out· of 

factor i, and let ~ = LkW + ~R + ZkS be income where 1ic• ~ and Zk are 

the fixed quantities of factors owned by the producer and used in the sector 
2 

considered his income change then is 

1G will usually be nonsingluar if at least one of the elements of (E , a) is 
nonzero. The S matrix is derived from the Hessian matrix of the protit function 
in the appendix. If there are n inputs and one output the Hessian matrix of the· 
profit function usuallly is singular of rank n. It is of course possible to 
impose separatability constraints on the productio~ precess which.will reduce the 
rank of the Hessian matrix below n, in which case more than one of the elem~nts 
of E , a) must be non-zero to ensure a solution to 1.15. In empirical appli-
catio! such separatability restrictions are unlikely to hold. 

2If the proper experiences changes in factor endowments, equation (1.16) 
will also include terms in Lk~ and Zk which must be derived from group 
specific factor supply equations. 
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where S' is derived from W', R' and P' via equation (1.23). 
Tb.is income is counted in units of the numeraire which in this case 

is nonagricultural commodities. Suppose that, for income group k, 

we know the shares of expenditures µhk on the different commodities, 

where h is a commodity index (h • 1 for agriculture and h • 2 for 

nonagriculture). Then we can compute an income group specific price index 

_, ' ' ' (1.17) pk • µlk pl+. µ2k p2 • µlk pl 

' because P2 - o. 
The change in real income of :eroducer grou:e k then be com~.§.. 

(l.18) 

Note that this approach is an extension of the way i.~ which Hayami 

and Herdt (1977) considered income effects of the Green Revolution 

on small and large farmers. The same price index can also be used 

to deflate individual factor prices, for example the real wage rate 

change 
_, 

for producer k is wk 

solutions for one special case. 

Below we will give analytical 

In the following section we will push the model for analytical 

solutions of as much generality as we can. Obviously, as the number 

of factors or regions gets larger, the number of general analytical 

results gets smaller. Before we can turn to that note, however,that 
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the technology shifters Ei and t:y in equations (1.6) or (1.17) are 

not directly interpretable in terms of traditional technical change 

concepts such as rates and biases of technical change. We therefore 

need to relate the equations in (1.6) to the cost function formulation. 

The Cost Function Formulation 

We rewrite the cost function with Z and S still denoting land 

and its price but land assumed variable whereas output Y is assumed 

fixed, i.e. C • C(Y,W,S,t). Hence the factor demand equations (1.1) 

now read Xi a Xi (Y,W,S,t) and 

Z • Z. (Y,W,S,t) 

Differentiating these equations totally and converting them 

to rates of changes as in the case of the prof it function leads 

to the following factor demand equations: 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

' n-1 ' ' xi • Y' + t n1j wj + 11iZ S' - A . v. i < n 
j•l i 

u-1 ' z' • y' + t 1"1zj wj + 11zz s' - Az j•l 

n1j are factor demand elasticitie.s with fixed outputs ar.d 

' A1 are factoral rates of lechnical change 1 i.e. 

A~· -(3Xi/ot)(l/X1), given factor prices and output levels. 1 

1ror a discussion of factoral rates of technical change see 
Binswanger and Ruttan (1978, Chapters 4 and 5). 
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Under competition the following relation will hold for the output 

price: 

(1.21) s W' + s S' - T' j j z 
where si are factor shares in value of output. Recall from the beginning 

of this section that 1.1 and 1.2 correspond to each other uniquely. 

Therefore the system 1.19 and 1.20 corresponds uniquely to the system 

1.6 and it is possible to express 1.6 in terms of the parameters and 

' variables of equations 1.19 and 1.20. To do this we hold z · fixed in 

equation 1.20 i.e. we replace it .bY Z*. We can then solve it for Y' 

as follows: 

U-1 I 

(l.22) yi • - I nzj W. 
j•l J 

t * - nzz s' + Az .+ z 

Furthermore we can solve equation (1.21) for S', the rate of change 

in the land rent 

(1.23) s' • 
n-1 , 

l (T' + P' I W ) sz - ~ j j•l 

(In all further models equation (123),or variations thereof, will 

be used to determine the land rent residually, once the models have 

been solved for the output price changes and the input price changes. 

Note that the rate of change in land rents is equal to the rate of 

tec.11nical change plus the rate of increase in output prices minus 

the share weighted sum of increases in all other factor pricesJ 

'·· 
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Now replace (1.23) into (1.22) and find the following supply 
1 equation : 

(1.24) Y' n-1 s"' ' nzz "zz ' 
• l: --'-( ) W --P' --T' +A * j•l sz nzz - njZ j sz sz z + z 

Note that if technical change is Hicks neutral with respect to all 

' factors Az • T' and the expression for technical change simplifies 

somewhat. 

To find the factor demand equations, set equations (1.23) and 

(1.24) into equations (1.19) 

(1.25) ' x -i 

We thus have transformed to a system· of one supply equation and n-1 

factor demand equations. These equations are uniquely related to 

those derived from the profit function vhic.~ corresponds to the pro-

fit maximizing problem with n-1 variable factors, one variable output 

and one fixed factor of production Z, and the underlying linear homogenous 

' production function. Therefore the coefficients of W in equations 

(1.24) and (1.25) are equal to Bij and By. of equations (1.6). Similarly 
J. 

' ' the coefficients of P , (and by extension those of T ) are equal to 

~ote that in the proof you use the relation ~ njZ • nZj 

,:_ w 
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' respectively. Therefore the E variables are now inter-

preted as follows: 

(1.26) 

All these relations between elasticities and technology shifters are 

summarized in panel A of Table 1. Note that the technology shifter 

in each factor demand curve of the profit function is the rate of 

technical change weighted by the input demand elasticity of an output 

price change, minus the bias of the factor i relative to land, i.e. 

Noninferiority 

In all models disci.lssed below, not many conclusions can be reached 

whenever the number of factors of production exceeds two~unless we 

impose additional constraints on the profit function. The basic reason 

for sign indeterminacy is that factors of production can be complements. 

We know from empirical studies that complementarity relations are not 

infrequent in production processes (Binswanger 1973), 

However, especially in agriculture> it is unlikely that inferior factors 

of production exist whose input is reduced when the scale of output 

is increased, unless an extraordinary level of disaggregation of factors 

of production is used. We therefore make the following noninferiority 

assumption 

,: .. 
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(1.26) 1 S"" • -. (Tl iZ - n ) 
.1.1. s zz· z 

> 0 

More generally, treating all factors of production as potential 

fixed factors we assume 

(1.27) ~ 0 

Complementarity of factors of production would mean 
However, here we admit comple~entarity but restrict 

> that all nji - 0. 
the size of Tlj i 

(when it is negative) to be of smaller absolute size than n1i~ For 
. . 

a five factor model of U.S. agriculture Binswanger (1973) has found 

this constraint to hold for all pairs of factors of production which 

he considered. 

Land in elastic supply 

The Evenson-Welch model is one with two factors of production 

in elastic supply and no other factors. An important case below 

will be an extension of that model. We can derive the case where 

land is also in elastic supply from the cost function formulation 

as vell. When land is not supplied exogenously equations (1.19) 

and (1.2l)are unaffected but equation (1.20) has to incorporate 

' ' * the land supply relationship Z = Ez S + Z , and becomes 

(1.28) 

,> .• 
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where nzz - Ez is the excess demand elasticity of land when output 

is fixed. 

Going through the same substitutions then before, with equation 

(1.28) replacing equation (1.20) in the system (1.19), (1.20), (1.21), 

leads to the expressions for factor demand and output supply elas-

ticities and technology shifters given in Panel B of Table 1- Note 

that we simply replace ~11 nzz values by (nzz ~ ez) and all steps 

are the same. We then get a system of input demands and output 

supply equations as follows 

(1.29) 

Thi.s is the most general form of output supply and factor demand 

functions of ~hich equations (1.6) of the profit function with exo-

genously fixed land are a special case. 

,:._. ,:-.. 
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2) An Extension of The Evenson-Welch Two-Factor Model. 

The Evenson-Welch model deals with two primary factors in 

price responsive supply. In this section we add to the two primary 

factors m factors which are in perfectly elastic supply, i.e. whose 

· prices are fixed. 

Consider the three factor case of equations 1.12 and assume 

that land is also in price responsive supply, i.e. that all the B 

in these equations are replaced by y and the E' terms by~' •. 

Suppose that capital were in infinitely elastic supply. This additional 

' ' constraint provides the solution for R , i.e. R = O. Therefore the system 

' ' of equation reduces to 2 equations which would be solved for W and P • 

The excess elasticity matrix reduces to G ·ryLL - EL 

~ ry.L; 
L 

~ote that by similar reasoning the two equation system so found can be considered 
as _ corresponding to a system in which there are ~JO primary factors 

in price responsive supply and m factors in infinitely elastic supply, i.e. 

for which we already ~.now that the corresponding price changes are zero. 

Note further that the earlier equation system 1.12 can also be considered as a 

genuine 2 factor case or a case of two primary factors and m intermediate 

factors in infinitely elastic supply. 

The solution to the Evenson-Welch model with m factors of produc-

tion with fixed prices is given in equation 2.1 

,:. w 
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-yLY JrL* - Z* - YLY T' 

YLL - tL lo• - Z* - Yyy T' 
' '] -Az+'\ 

-~ 

Expanding jGj according to the formulas ·on Table 1 we find that 

The first line of (2.2) is negative because all terms are negative. 

The second line is the determinant of a principle minor the B matrix 

which is negative according to rules 1 and 3A of Appendix A which dis-

cusses the signs of all other determinants. The third line reduces to 
< 

~IJ.. - 0 when expanded using the formulas of Panel A of Table 1. 

Shifts in Factor Suuulv: From (2.1) and (2.2) it follows immediately that 

(2. 3) 

(2 .4) 

,:·. v 

aP' 
3L* I: - ! 0 
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A positive shift in labor supply will reduce the wage rate measured in 

units of the nonagricultural good.1 When noninferiority holds, it will 

also reduce the output price of agricultural output. 

In the developed country context most agricultural laborers will 

consume a commodity bundle consisting primarily of nonagricultural goods 

and the wage rate measured in those goods is a good welfare indicator. 

In developing colnltries, however, agricultural laborer's expendit~res 

consist primarily of agricultural commodities. Therefore it might be 

more appropriate to consider the change in wa~es measured in agricultural 

commodities, i.e. deflated by the agricultural price. This we can do 

as follows 

(2.5) ' ' ' 3(W/P) 
3 L* 

.. aw _ lL _ 
* * 3L 3L 

l-S .. IGl-1 (S + e . + --1 e:z - a) 
yy YL sz 

m 1-8 

- IGi-1 (- t e +--1 e:z - a) 
K-=l YK sz 

< 0 

The expression on the third line (which follows from (1.8) is 

negative because noninferiority implies that all f3YK, the supply 

elasticities with. respect to factors with fixed prices, are less 

than zero. In the Evenson-Welch model there are no such factors and 
' all eYK are zero. Thus the expression reduces to a(W~P) s jGj-l [e:Z-a]. 

3L 

11n our verbal discussions we will often not mention the fact that we are 
talking ~bout effects of a change in the rate of a variable (say the laboI 
supply L*) on the risk of growth of another variable (say the wage rate W ). 
This would unduly complicate the language without adding any substantive 
element. 
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Equations (2.3) and (2.5) thus imply that positive shifts in labor supply 

hurt rural labor regardless of the numeraire used. However, the loss 

in terms of nonagricultural goods is larger than the loss in terms of 

agricultural goods. Note that these results carry through all models 

of the later sections. Since this particular model 

treats land and labor symmetrically we also know that shifts in land 

supply will reduce land rents, however they may be measured, i.e. 

' * as/az ~ o, ' a(s~P) ~ o. 
a z 

Positive shifts in land supply can affect the wage rate eithar way, 

i.e. the cross-supply effects are indeterminate. 

(2 .6) aw' - .. oZ* -IGl-l (y - y - a) c - IGl-1 <a -s -a) YY LY YY LY 2/0/m 

• 2/0/0 

An increase in land supply will lead to an increase ~n the nominal 

wage if the elasticity of final demand exceeds the elasticity of substi-

tution between land and labor in absolute value. 

The output price effect of the land supply increase is negative 

because of noninferiority • 

... ~· :: , .:.. ,: . ~ 
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(2. 7) 

- 2/0/m 

- 2/0/0 

The second line is the 2/0/m case with additional fixed-price 

factors, while the third line is the 2/0/0 Evenson-Welch case. In 

both cases the output price effect is negative. 

Combining equations (2.6)and (2.7)as before leads again to the 

wage effect in terms of agricultural goods. 

' 
(2. ~) a cw ~P > I G 1-1 r f3 a + a fL_ +a l "" LY - "'YY LI, - --YL - £L az 

2/0/m 

2/0/.0 

While the Evenson-Welch model (third-line) predicts that wages in 

terms of agricultural goods will rise as land supply increases, this 

cannot be shown as soon as more factors of production are included, 

in which case the labor demand elasticities and output supply elas-

ticities with respect to "left out" factors become important as 

well, and cnly knowledge of these elasticities will allow signing 

of equation (2.8). 

,: .. ,: .. 
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Output Demand Effects 

The effects on wages and prices of a shift in final demand 

are both positive as can be read off (2.1) directly 

(2 .9) 

(2 .10) 

aw• 
oD* 

ap• 

I 1-1 I 1-1 1 > 
- - G 'Y'LY -- G (SLY + Sz e:z) - 0 

-- -oD* 

The sign of (2.9) depends on the noninferiority assumption. 

The wage effect in·terms of agricultural prices is given by 

(2 .11) 3(WiP)' 
oD* 

• 

-
2/0/m 

2i0/0 

The sign depends .on the difference of the supply elasticities of land 

and labor and, when "left out" factors exist, on the labor demand elas-

tities with respect to these factors as well. A special case which 

will be important later is the case in which e:Z is zero and in which 

the third line of (2.11) is negative. The wage rate rise is not as large 

as the output price rise and labor loses if agricultural commodities 

are the nu:neraire. The greatest gains go to the factor in inelastic 

supply. 

,: .. 
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Neutral Technical Change 

' ' In the neutral technical change case ~ • ~ • T' • Consider 

first the price reduction associated with technical change, and 

expand.the determinant 

(2.12) ap• 
w 

--
(l+a) (YLL-e:L) + (Yyy-a)(YLL-e:L) - YLYY'YL 

(yyy-a) (yLL-e:L) - Y1yYy1 

• - (l+a) aP * - l 
oD 

The first line of (2.12) establishes the sign, because the numerator 

and denominator are of opposite sign but their size is the same except 

that the -a of the denominator becomes +l in the numerator. Therefore 

it follows that 

(2 .13) -1 •> !al ~ l 
< 

i.e. the price falls by less than the rate of technical change if 

the elasticity of final demand exceeds 1 and by more than the rate 

of technical change if final demand is inelastic. Th.is condition 

is independent of any factor supply elasticities and the number of 
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factors in infinitely elastic supply. It will also carry through 

to the genuine n-factor case discussed in Appendix B. Tiie other lines 

of (2.12) are a further decomposition used below. 

Since the rate of technical change is equal to the rate of 

unit cost reduction, factors of production engaged in agriculture 

must lose in terms of prices of nonagricultural commodities if 

final demand is inelastic since-at constant £actor prices-the 

cost reduction will be smaller than the output price reduction and 

some of the price responsive factors must experience a decline. 

This is borne out by the wage rate equation: 

(2 .l. 4) 

aw' > • -(a + l) iii* < 0 

The second line of this expression shows--as expected--that the 

wage effect of technical change is positive if the final demand is 

elastic Clal > 1) and negative if it is inelastic. Furthe't'1Dore we 

can express the technical change effect as a constant multiple (of 

opposite sign) of the final demand effect with the constant de-

pending only on the final demand elasticity • 

... ,.. : . ~ ..: .. 
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Combining (2.12) and (2 .14) leads to the real wage effect 

(2.15) a(W~P)'. 1 _ Ca+l) [~w: _ aP]. 1 _ (a+l) a cw~P)' 
aT 3D' aD J aD 

1 m l-s1 > 
- 1 - lei- (a+l) (-1: BLK + s-z Ez - EL) < 0 

Ks:l 

This condition is not signable. However, it is moz:e likely 

to be positive because there is an important positive element coming 

from the +l. The sign of the effect depends on the relative supply 

elasticities of land and labor. The one special case for which a sign of (2.15) 

can be established is the case when there is no fixed price factor and when -

£Z • O, and all y reduce to B terms. 

Then 

I 

(2 .15a) d(W/P) 
' oT 

We will encounter this case again L• the regional models. 

Labor Saving Technical Change 

1/1/0 

In considering biases we will look at cases in which the rate 

of technical change stays constant, i.e. in which 

where K stands for all factors in infinietly elastic supply. While 
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t t t 
increasing ~ we must therefore reduce either ~ or AZ • Let us call 

the case when technical change saves labor at the expense of capital 

the LK bias and when it is at the expense of land the LZ bias. The 

LK bias is treated first. From 2.16 we than have 

t 

(2.17) and ciAz - 0 

From equations (2.1) it follows immediately that 

(2.i8) aw• ---, 
3Az. LK bias 

(2 .19) aP' ---,-
a-\ 

LK bias 

And therefore 

(2 .20) 3(W/P)' 
' a'\ 

LK bias 

-

aw' lcl-1 [Yyy - a] w -
3P' -IGl-1 Yn !. o 3L* -

a(W/P)' 
3L* 

< 0 

!. 0 

LK-type biases act exactly in the same mmmer an~. magnitude 

than increases in labor supply. That a bias which saves factors 

of production which are price responsive rather than in infinitely 

elastic supply should depress output price according to equation 

(2.19) makes sense: The technical change saves the factors which 

..... ·-·· ,:. w 
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are in relatively inelastic supply and thus allow a reduction in 
I 

output price in addition to the reduction which would occur if 

technical change were neutral cmd not directed specifically at 

saving the factors which are not in perfectly elastic supply. 

This idea is the key feature of the Induced Innovation Hypothesis. 

LZ-type biases save labor relative to land,,while leaving the 

capital-rate of technical change unaffected, i.e. 

' (2 .21) dT' • 0 and~ 

I SL I 
Now replace Az in equations (2.1) by - ~~according to (2.21) Sz 

' and take the derivatives with respect to ~ 

(2.22) aw' --, 
a>i_ 

LZ-bias 

• jGj-1 [ ( SL + l) 
sz (Yyy - a) 

·-·-1 • IGI 1 r_ 
- (s + s )co I E7. L z .. ez L- - I 

1 < [Ez - al - o sz 

SL 
YLY J - Sz 

tizz -- 1 -"ZL I 
-I 

> n < v 

The second line is the solution for the 2/0im case and is not signable 

because the "left out factcirs" could be complements. However, when 

there are no such factors, a Z-type bias will result in a reduction of 

2/0/m 

2/0/0 

wage rate in terms of nonagriculatural goods. The output price effects 

of an LZ bias is not signable and depends on the factor supply elasticities 
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(2.23) 

LZ-bias 

• jGj-1 SL 8 <nu.+ ~z - 71zz - 1ZL ~z-€1) 
Z 2/0/m 

2/0/0 

The second line is the 2/0/m case and the third line is the speciali~ 

zation to the 2/0/0 case. In the last case, if labor supply is inelastic 

relative to land supply (Ez - c1) >. 0 then the output price will drop 

with a shift from neutral to labor-saving technical change, since the 

technical change saves especially the factor in more inelastic supply. 

The price effect in terms of agricultural commodities is 

(2 .24) a(W/P)' 
I 

o"i, 
1Z-bias · 

> 
< 0 2/0/m 

2/0/0 

In the 2/0/m case the sign will be negative, unless the left out 

factor{s) Kare complements with Zand L (i.e. nZK ~ 0, nLK ~ 0). 

Ez + nZK is the excess supply elasticity of land and simf:larly for labor. 

· For the sign of (2.24) to be positive when left out factors are complements, 

these excess supply elasticities must be negative, i.e. the absolute 
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values of the cost function demand elasticities for land and labor 

with respect to capital must exceed the supply elasticities of these 

factors. We can summarize this section by stating that for both types 

of biases labor will usually lose, no matter how we measure the wage 

rate. An exception is possible for LZ-type biases if there are 

additional factors (capital) with fixed prices which are very good 

complements to the factors which have price responsive supply (land 

and labor). 

Relative Wages 

Wages relative to the land price are another distributional 

measure which is of ten considered. To find them we have first to 

determine the land rent residually from equation (1.23), which, 

because of the price fixity of "left out" factors,reduces to 

' 1 ' ' ' S . • - (P + T. - s W ) • sz L 
Thus 

t I I 

(2.25) w - s - w 1 I t t 
- - (P + T - sLW ) Sz 

1 r ' ' .1 ' 1(1-t s ) • s w - p -T I z ! K K 
.... .J r .., 

1 ' ' ' I 
,(W/P) - T I ---:" . 

J s z i 
L 

2/0/m 

2/0/0 

In the 2/0/m case no signs can be proved because of possible com-

plementarity of the left out factors. Therefore we confine ourselves 

here to the Evenson-Welch 2/0/0 case. 
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The factor supply effects are 

t t o (W/S) 1 a(W/P) I 1-1 -1 > - - • G sz [a-EL] - 0 (2.26) * sz * az az 
' 

of the problem it follows that 3(W/S) < o. and by symmetry -* 
Increases 

3L 
in a factor of production hurt its relative wage and vice versa. 

The only other effect which is signable is the labor-saving bias 

at the expense 0£ land (Z-type) where we have 

' ' 
.(2.27) a(W/S) 

' - 1 ·- 3(W/P) 
' 

< 0 
3Ax_ LZ bias 3Az. 

Again a labor-saving LZ bias hurts labor by this measure of welfare as 

well. No other effects have determinate signs. 
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3) The 2/1/0 Model 

Equation (1.12) describes the case where there are two factors 

L and K, whose supplies are price responsive and one factor Z in 

fixed supply. Note the departure of this case from the previous 

case where Z was treated as a price responsive factor as well. The 

solution to this new case reads 

(3.1) 
' ' W' GLL ~· ttY~ L* - Z* - 8 T' -Az + ~ LY 
t ' R.' IG ,-l 'kl. - GKK 'h K* - Z* - 8 T' -Az+:AK KY 

P' ' 6Lt ~ Gyy D* - Z* - 8 T' - Az yy 

where the Gij are the signed co-factors of the excess elasticity matrix G. 

From rules established in Appendix A, we note that 

Moreover, 

or by homogeneity (equation 1.8) 

--
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This last line of (3.3) is nonnegative since the first two terms are 
> equal to Gyy - 0 with EL and EK • 0 and since the last term, SLYEK, 

is also nonnegative. By similar proofs, it can likewise be shown 

that 

(3.4) 

6LY6KL-aKY<6LL-£L) 
> 

Gr! - - 0 

~- eKLaYK-aYL<aKK.-eK) ~ 0 

~- aLKaYL-aYK<aLL-EL) ~ 0 

However, no signs can be established for the cofactors GLK and GKL, 

i.e., 

(3.5) 

GKL - aKYaYL-aKL<ayy-a> ~ o 
> 

GLK = aLYeYK-SLKCSyy-a) < 0 

From equations (3.2) to (3.5), we can immediately establish the 

following effects of increases in factor supplies, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3. 8) 

' aw 
-'* 3L 

I 1
-1 < = G G - 0 LL 

I 1
-1 < 

• G GyL-0 

a(~)' . 
* .. at 

• 1c1-1ccaKK-tK)(Syy-a)-aYKeKY-eKLeYK+ay1<BKK-£K)] 

• IGl-1C<eKK-eK><eyy+ey1-a>-aYK<eKY+eKL)] 
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or by homogeneity (equation (1.8)), 
;;.1 

- fcj· [(l3KK-EK)(-By1Ca) + 13YK13KKl 

I 1
-1 . < 

• G [EK!3YK-a(!3Kl<-EK)] - 0 

Also, by again using the condition of homogeneity, we can establish that 

Finally, we have 

' (3.10) .!E_. • jGl-1£-G -G -G ] ~ 0 az* LL LK LY < 

' (3.12) aw • !cl-le ~ ·O * LK < 3K 

(3.13) a(!~~ lcl-1IG -G l 
3K LK YK 

> - 0 < 

Equations (3.6) and (3.7) tell us that an expansion in the supply 

of labor reduces labor wages and also the output price. Equations (3.8) 

and (3.9) show that real wages in terms of the agricultural output prices 

and labor wages relative to capital rents will likewise declinewith in-

creases in the supply of labor. Indeed, by the symmetry of the problem, 

it is also triae that 

' ' aR , aP , --.. ~ 
3K 3K 

a(~)'' and a(:)' 
* * 3L 3K 

< o. 
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Finally equations (3.10) to (3.13) show that the effects of an expansion 

of land and of capital on nominal wages and real wages (in terms of the 

agricultural output price) remain ambiguous. Again, by the symmetry of the prob-

lem, the signs of the t .a(~)' ' and a(~) 
1 

cross effects -oR ,. t 3R ---;; * * --.-
remain indeterminate. az az 3L 3L 

Wages will increase with increase in output demand and so will 

input prices since 

~d 

' 
(3.15) ap* • ·IGl-l~ ~ o 

3D 

However, the real wage effect of increases in final output demand remains 

This effect will clearly be negative ~· 0 ...... .,,LK, the elasticity of labor 

demand with repsect to the price of capital service~ is nonzero. 
' 3R > by the symmetry of the problem, it is also true that -----; - 0 and 

an 

Again, 

(R\' a-...U ! 0. 
an* < 
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.. . 

The Neutral Technical Change ~ 

In the 2/1/0 case the effects of neutral technical change can be 

obtained in a similar manner to the 2/0/m case. The derivations of these 

conditions are rather straight forward. We can establish that 

• ' (3.17) aw (a+l) aw~ -, --3T oD 
' 8LY~ + l3KYGY1c<ayy+l)Gyy 

(3.18) 3P <'. 0 -, -. aLYGYL + aKY~-<ayy-a)Gyy 3T 

a(:)' ' 
(3.19) 1 - (a+l) atW/PJ ~ 0 --r• I 

3T oT 

Equation (3.17) is the same as equation (2.14) for the 2/0/m · 

case. Also, equations (3~18) and (3.19) bear close resemblance to 

equations (2.12) and (2.15) respectively. While (3.18) is s!gnable, 

(3.19) iS not, though we can presume that the positive 1 in this 
fW)' 

last equation will tend to make 0\p nonnegative •. --, 
3T 

Labor Saving Technical Change 

As in the 2/0/m case explored earlier, in this section we consider 

the output price and the nominal and real factor price effects of an 

LK-type biased technical change. We continue to assume equations (2.16) 

and (2.17) for the Ll~-type bias and work with the 2/l/O case summarized by 

(3 .. 1) • 

... '" .. •--. 
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For the LK-type bias, it follows directly from (2.17) and (3.1) 

that 

' (3.20) aw --, .. 
a~ 

LK bias 

(3.21) 

Equation (3.20) shows that an LK bias will decrease labor wages. 

That an LK bias will incrase interest payments to capital can also be 

inferred from (3.20), since this problem is parallel to the question of 
. aw' r 1 

8
K (SL ) establishing the sign_ of -, • I Gj- - - GLK - GLL , which 

~A ~- Sr 
--1{ I KL bias - -- ' 

I > from (3.20) is - O. The effect of an LK bias on output prices are 

uncertain as equation (3.21) suggests, though this effect will be clearly 

negative (posi:ive) ifthe elasticity of labor (capital) supply is 

sufficiently small, or if the elasticity of demand for capital (labor) 

with respect to output price is close to zero. All these effects are 

not unusual· and are in fact features of the induced innovation 

hypothesis. Technical change that saves a particular factor relative 

to another factor will tend to decrease this particular factor's price 

.,,· ···-·· 
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and increase that of the other factor. Further, the output pri~e 

effects of biased technical change would depend on factor demand 

and supply elasticities as equation (3.21) suggests. 

Equation (3 .22) shows that real wages in terms of the price of 

agricultural output will decline with an LK bias. Indeed under 

LK bias conditions, laborers should be unwilling to accept any 

labor saving technical change. 

As in the 2/0/m case we are unable to attach signs to the 

effects of LZ-type biased technical change on output price and on 

real and nominal factor prices. However, in the 2/1/m case where 

labor saving technical change occurs at the expense of one or 

more factors with fixed prices, it follows straightforwardly from 

(3.1) that 
' 

(3.23) aw --, 
a~ 

I.m 
' (3.24) oP --, 

a'\ 

.... ·,;..: .. 
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4) Two regions with mobile labor 

The regional cases considered in this and the following section are 

not closed general equilibrium regional trade models. We are considering the 

agricultural sector only of an economy. Production takes place in several 

regions because land is an essential _factor of production and cannot be 

moved from region to region. The regions supply one single national 

market. The regional dimension of this market is suppressed since much 

of the demand for the agricultural commodities comes from urban sectors 

and the rural nonfarm sector. We have s~tched elsewhere the extensions 

of the approach of this paper to a genuine one region - two sector trade 

model and noted the difficulties of empirically implementing it (Binswanger 

1978). Generalizing that model to several regions is possible but would 

lead to few insights in the absence of parameter estimates for all sectors 

and regions considered and for.intersectoral and inter-regional factor 

mobility conditions. 

In extending the partial equilibrium model to more than one region 

we first consider the case where output is traded and labor is perfectly mobile 

bet"~een regions. Therefore there will be only one wage rate and one output price 

to consider. However, land rents in the two regions will differ. A discussion of 

the land rent impact will, however, be deferred to section 6. One further 

simplification is the assumption that land supply in each region is fixed. 

We therefore deal with a 1/1/m specialization of the 2/0/m model of section 

2. 

... ... :; __ 
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Each region therefore has a labor demand function and an output supply 

function as in (1.6) where r = 1, 2 is the region index 

• • • • • 
Lr • SLLrWr + 6LYr (P + Tr ) + Azr 

' ' ' 1/ In this particular case w1 • w2 • W .- These equations hold also when there 

are m factors which are mobile between the regions and are in infinitely 

elastic supply. Therefore the model below covers the 1/1/m case as well. 

Since total labor is L • L1 + L2 and total output is Y • Y1 + Y2 , their 

total rates of changes are share-weighted sums of the rates of changes of the 

individual regions. These rates correspond to the supply and output de-

mand functions (1.10) and (1.11) and are written as 

1/ Rates of changes of these wages must be the same, but not the wages 
which can differ by a constant multiple w1 = k w2 
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(4.2) 

where the shares in total labor and output are 

(4.3) A • L /L and v • Y /Y r r r r 

One the ref ore can· add up the factor demand and output supply equations by 

weighting them by these respective shares and setting them equal to the 

total changes. 

' ' ' ' ' ' t>-1 (BLYlTl + ~ - ~l) + A2 (BLY2T2 + Az2 - ~2 ) 

(4.4) 

' ' ' + vl (Byy1 T' + Az1 ) + v2 (Byy2T2 + Az2 ) 

(4.5) 

In these equations S coefficients are the overall factor demand and 
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output supply elasticities as defined in these equations. Since 

they are sums, they have the same signs as the individual region's 

elasticities, i.e. 

(4 ) - < - < - > ~ 0 .6 BLL - O, BYL - 0, BLY - 0, Byy 

Rearranging terms we get .an equation system analoguous to (1.12), 

From Appendix A we knew that the determinant IGI has a negative sign. 

Therefore, and by (4.6) we find that the own factor suooly effects 

are as before 

' 
(4.8) aw* • IGl-1<eyy-a) ~ o 

3L 

(4.9) ' 3P --· * 3L 

(4.10) o (W/P) 

* aL 
' 

I 1-1 - - I 1-1 - < - G (R-- +e -a) - - G (I:B +a) - 0 
Ti YL KYK . 

where SYK are the share weighted factor demand elasticities with 

respect to the left out factors and where in (4.10) we use the 
< familiar adding up constraint (1.8) mid the fact that all 6YK.r - O. 

Thus the own factor supply effects are as in the one region case. 
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The cross supply effects are 

• 
(4.11) aw* • - IGl-l[A (S -a) - vr(SLv)] ~ O az r YY ,,L 

r 

This equation looks like (2.6) which is not signable in the one region 

case and much less so in the two region case. However the price ef feet 

is signable 

(4.12) 
• 3P --* az r 

I 1
-1 - - < • G [A S - v (S -e: )] - 0 · rYL r LL L 

Proof: Note first the following relationship, where we use the 

symmetry.relations of equationsU.7.) 

- ~ ~ ~ ~ 6n • y 6n1 + y 6n2 - - y Su6n1 - y SL2 SYL2 

r yl WLl a y2 wL2 a 1 
(4.13) - . - - -- '"'LYl - -Y - '"'LY2 La - WL P·16LY1 + ,)26LY2) L y PY 1 PY 2 J L PY - , 

• - sLBLY 

where sL • ~ is the share of total labor (both regions) in total 

output and s1r are the regional labor shares. Further note that 

in the genuine 2 factor ·case SLL• - SLY. Setting this into (4.12) 

we have 

(4.14) • ap --* az r 

.,,,.·::,..:. 

.. 

! 
I < + v e:L· - 0 r I 
I 

..i 

1/1/0 
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The sign follows because the value of output is greater than labor 

cost i.e. Y~ > LrW, and therefore all terms in the parathesis are 

positive. However, this case is restricted to the 1/1/0 case. A 

similar proof with "left out" £actors can only be shown for the 

case when those factors are substitutes with labor. For the same 

l/1/0 case we can also show that 

(4.15) 
' o(W/P) 

az * r 

D IG1-1rA (a- 'i__-i_, ) + v <a + e -e )] · r ~yy ~y1 r LL LY L 

1/1/0 

This holds only when ~here are no left out factors because then all 

B terms cancel due to homogeneity.in (1.8). 

The outuut demand effects are straightforward 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.lS) 

' aw 
* oD 
I 

3P -- -* oD 

3(W/P) 

* an 
' 

which is negative only if left out factors are substitutes on balance or there 

are no such factors and the SLK terms vanish. In comparing (4.18) 

with (2.11), note that in that case a sign could not be established 

because of the presence of Ez which here is assumed zero. Therefore 

note that the fixity of land supply is a crucial assumption to establish 

the sign of (4.18). 

_,,,.·:·,..: .. 
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Finally, the technical change effects are as follows: 

(4.19) 
I 

aw 
dT' = 

1 

I 

IGl-1 -[ CByy 

(4.20) aP 
aT{ = 1c1-irc-8YL)(-A f3LY1) + (SLL - £L) (-vlf3YY1 - vl)] 

- IGl-l ( (; a a a ) + ( a ) ~l vLYµYLl - µLLµYYl £L VlµYYl + vl 

The first term inside the bracket sign in (4.20) is nonnegative because this 

is a negatively signed principal minor of the excess elasticities matrix of 

(4.7) with a, £Land v2 equal to zero. The remaining two terms inside the 

bracket ~ign are likewise nonnegative, making the overall effect of a neutral 

technical change in one region on output prices nonpositive. The same, 

however, cannot be said with regard to the effect of neutral technical 

change in one region on wages. In this instance, the effect remains ambiguous 

(equation 4.19). 

In the genuine llllO case, we can also show that neutral technical change 

in any one region is likely to improve real wages since 

(4.21) 

For the llllm case, similar signs can be established when the "left out" 

factors are on balance, substitutes with labor. 
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5) Two Regfons With Immobile Labor 

When labor is immobile between regions, each region has its own 

labor demand equation in (4.1) equated to its own labor supply 

' ' * fwction L • e:.. W + L , and these equations are not added up. r .1..r r r 
Only the output. supply equations are added up as before. The resulting 

·equations again admit "left out" factors K with, fixed prices and 

have the form 

' - . 
* * ' (5.1) wl 13LL1:"'£Ll 0 f3LY2 

-1 L -z -Eu_ l 1 

' * * ' w2 - 0 8LL2-£U 8LY2 L2-z2..EL2 

' p ·v18n1 v2BYL2 ~yy-U * * * ' ' D -V Z -v Z -" By -v Ey 11221122 

where the notation is the same as before. In Appendix A it is shown 

that the inverse I Gl-l > O.since !GI can be generated from a sum of 

nonnegative definite matrices. Since G has some zero elements we 

can write out its inverse directly 

(5.2) Gll GU GlY 

-1 G ... IGl-1 G21 G22 G2Y 

GYl Gy2 Gyy 

-
<13LL2-e12><eyy-a) - "26n2 13tYl "2f3YL2f3LY1 

-

-

+ 
-aLYl (f3LL2-eL2) -, 

+ 
-SLY2(SLLi-:Ll) 

+ 
(f3LLl-tLl)(f3LL2-tL2)_j 



" 
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From Appendix A we can lletermine that 

( <o <o G ~o 5.3) Gll - , G22 - , ·yy 

which is a consequence of convexity of the profit function. Using the 

signs in table l, i.e. the noninferiority assumption, we can also establish 

the signs of all other cofactors, 

< < . > > 
(5.4) G12 - 0, G21 - 0, GlY - O, G2y - 0 

In what follows we will consider only ·effects of changes on the wage 

in region on~. Since regions are treated symmetrically the results 

for region two can be found by interchanging indices. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

The own factor supply effects are as follows. 

' awl I 1-1 < --* • G c11 - 0 
oL1 

• IGl-1rcsLL2-eL2><v16rr1+v16YL1+v26YY2-a)- •••• 1 

• IGl-tv2(SLL26YY2-6Y12 61y2> - V2£L26YY2 

-(SLL2-£L2) (viiaYKl +a)] ! 0 

_. ~ .: ; ..: .. 
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'Ibis expression is negative because the first term in the parenthesis 

is a principal minor of a B il12trix which is negative by Appendix A, 

while the second and third terIISare negative by noninferiority. 

Now consider the effect on wage rates of increases in labor 

supply in the other region. 

(5 .8) 

(5.9) 

0 

'Ibis condition will be positive if their are no "left out" factors 

or those factors are on balance substitutes. Therefore its sign is 

determined only for the genuine 1/1/0 case. It is important to note 

here that an increase in labor supply in the second region clearly 

depresses the wage rate in the first region if it is measured in 

nonagricultural goods but is more likely to increase the wage rate 

as measured in terms of agricultural commodities, because its output 

price effect is likely to dominate the input demand effect in the 

:fi.J:st region. 

Now consider the cross supply effects. As in all previous 

' * models aw1/az1 cannot be signed 
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(5 .10) 

f 

(5.11) 3! = -IGl-1cG.r1+v1GYY) • lcl-1 rv1ceLL2-EL2)(eYL1-aLL1+e:L1>l < o 
az1 

The sign of this expression follows from equation (2.7) and the fact 

that the jGj-l has a negative sign in (2.7). It differs from equation 

(2.7) for the one region case in that the price effec~ is first weighted 

by the share of region one in total output and by the excess elasticity of 

labor demand in the second region. The more price responsive the labor 

market in the second region, the higher the price effect of an increase 

in land in the first region. 

(5.12) 

usually > 0 

The first term multiplied by v2 is clearly positive since it is 

the negative of a principle minor which, according to Appendix A, is 

negative. The term on the second line is also positive t.mless the 
term !SLK is negative. Tilerefore the wage effect in terms of agricultural 

K . 

.,, .. ·~ --. 
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COIDJ:lodities of an increase in land supply in the own region is positive 

for the 1/1/0 model, or if on balance the "left out" factors are substitutes. 

This result is entirely analoguous to the one region case. 

Now consider the cross supply effects when land increases in the 

other region 

(5.13) 

This expression has a negative sign because the term in brackets is 

analoguous to equation (2.7), where, however IGl-l has a negative sign 

instead of a positive one. We note by reference to equation (5.8) that 

any increase in factor supply in the second region, whether in fixed or 

in price responsive supply, reduces the wage rate in the first region. 

> 0 

The first term in bra~kets is negative unless the left out factors, on 

balance> are complements. The second term is negative by (5.13) so 

that the whole expression is positive, unless strong complementarities 

exist. Considering both (5.14) and (5.9) note that increases in factor 

supply (whether fixed factors or price responsive factors) in the other 

region usually lead to an increase in the wage measured in agricultural 

. ..,. .. ·.·.;..: .. ... ·.·;..: .. 
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commodities of the laborers in the first region. 

The final demand· effects are straightforward 

(5.15) ' *> ' *> 3Wi'3D - O, 3P /OD - 0 

< usually - 0 

Again this is less than zero,except if the left out factors are 

complements, on balance. These results are totally in line with the 

one region case. 

Now consider the relative position of workers in the two regions 

when labor supply increases 

- IGl-1lv2(BYL26LYl-eLLlSYY2) - v1<6LLl6YY1-6YL16LYl) 

+eLLla+ ByyELl-ELla] 

> 0 for 1/1/0 

The second term in brackets de:ives from a principal minor and is 

negative so that it contributes to a positive sign. The terms on the 
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last line are all positive as well. But the term in the first 

brackets weighted by v2 cannot be signed unless there are no "left 

out" factors. In that genuine 1/1/0 case the term vanishes and 

the overall expression is positive, which intuitively makes sense. 

Labor in the region experiencing the supply increase suffers more 

than labor in the first region where supply does not increa5e. 

The technical change effects are as follows: 

' ' 1 (5.17) aw/aT1 - 1c1·- [-BLYlGll+vl<Bw+l)GlY] 
1 

- 1c1-1eLYl[v2<6YL26LY2-Byy26LL2 +BYY2~L2) + 

This expression is derived by full expansion of tens of the first 

line and by cancelling and collecting all the terms together again. -The 

second line term is positive since the first two terms in brackets 

are the negative of a negative principal minor of the B matrix. The 

third line term is negative only if lal ! v1 i.e. final demand is 

inelastic. Therefore, the wage effect is much more likely to be 

positive than in the one region case. 

' (5.18) aP --, 
oT1 

• 1c1-1r-eLYiGY1-v1<Byy1+ 1) Gyyl 

• IGl-
1
v1[BLL2-€L2lCBLYl6YLl-BYY16LL1 + Byy1€Ll - 6LL1 +€Ll] < 0 

which is less than zero by a reasoning analoguous to the one for the 

...... ·;..: .. ;. 
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the second line of (5.17). 

For the genuine 1/1/0 case the principal minors in expressions 

(S.17) and (S.18) are zero and by leaving them out to form the next 

expression we have 

' 
(5.19) 

awl ap' ------ -
' ' ' aT2 aTl 

• IGl~1{v2BLY1BYY2EL2 +a 6LYl(BLL2-EL2) 

. 
· • IGl-l{v2BLY16YY2€L2 + [(BLL2-EL2)(aBLY1-(BYYl+l)vlELl)]} > O 

'Ihe expression is derived by multiplying out completely, cancelling terms and 

h ~ h ·11110 a c a Note further •. · that if we included noting t~at .n t e case µLYl - µLLl" 

the principal minors for the 1/1/m case in fo~ng (5.19) they would 

both contribute further to the positive sign. Labor benefits from a 

technical change in region one if measured in agricultural goods just 

as in the one region case when the supply elasticity of land is zero. 

Technical change in the second region reduces wages in terms of 

agricultural goods in the first region: 

This term is negative because the first two terms come from a negative 

cofactor and all other terms are negative. For the genuine 1/1/0 case 

. ... ,. :· ~ -·. 
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we also have: 

' (5 .21) a ('Wl/'P) 

' 
> 0 

CIT2 

Note that these signs cannot be established for the 1/1/m case. 

But for the 1/1/0 case technical change in region two raises the 

wage rate in region one measured in terms of agricultural commo-

dities. Finally note that the sign of the technical change effect on 

the wage in region one versus that of region two cannot be signed 

i.e. 

' a(Wl/W2) 
(5.22) ' ~ 0 

aT1 

.,.,·:·,.; __ 
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6) The Regional Land Rent Effects 

The land rent effects are among the most interesting in the 

two region case and are foi.m.d in a residual fashion as in equation 

(1.23) ' For each region we know that P ' ' ' • sL W + sz S - T even r r r r r 
if the·se are in factors in infinitely elastic supply because 

' s R • 0. Zr 
In the mobile labor case there is only one wage rate change 

and the solution for region r is 

(6.1) 

Into this equation one can set the partial effects of any exogenous 

change in the output price and the wage rat~ determined in section 4. In 

principle we could use (6.1) tc solve analytically for the partial 

effects of exogenous changes on the land price as is done previously 

for the wage rate in terms of agricultural goods. However, that 

exercise is unlikely to lead to major insights. 

Instead we focus on the land rent changes in region one relative 

to those in region two to understand why regions push technical 

chanees. even though it may result into losses for land rents if 

all the regions pursue technical change simultaneously. The equation for 

the relative regional land rents reads 
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(6.2) 

-

-' ' This equation contains two endogenous changes, P and W , and the 

' exogenous changes T • If we want to consider the overall ef feet r 
' t of technical change we should also consider the partials aP /aT r 

' ' and aw /3T • 8ut note that, if the regional labor and land r 
' ' shares are roughly equal, the terms in P and W are close to 

' zero, and what is left is the terms in Tr and they will dominate 

the equations.· We can therefore state that the 

change in relative land rents is roughly proportional to the 

difference in rates of technical change, whatever the price and 

wage rate effects of those technical changes are. Therefor~ whether 

land owners ultimately gain or loose from any configuration of 

regional technical changes, their position relative to other 

regions is the better, the faster their own rate of technical 

change relative to that of other regions. As long as they 

cannot stop the investment for technical change in other regions, 

they must attempt to maximize their own rate of technical changes 

to maximize their gains or minimize their losses. 

When labor is immobile the situation is somewhat more complicated 

for the land· owners. The analoguous of equation (6.2) then reads 
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' 8 Z2-5 Zl ' SL2 I sLl ' (6.3) (S/S2) • p +-w· --w 2 1 
8 Zl6 Z2 8 Z2 6 Zl 

' f 

Tl 
+--

T2 

8 Zl s 
Z2 

Since technical change in region r can affect w1 and w2 in the 

opposite direction and in different magnitudes, we cannot expect 
f 

the Wr terms to come close to cancelling each other. Nevertheless, 

it remains true that under a broad range of conditions it pays landowners 

to maximize their own rate of technical change if they 

are concerned with their position relative to landowners in other 

regions. However, from the aggregate regional income point of view, which 

a regional government would espouse, it makes more 
' ' 1 sense to look at the rate of change of factor ~ewards F • sL W +s2 S r r r r r 

:a 

I I 

• P -Tr. Forming the ratio of these factor rewards we find that 

in all cases, 

(6.4) 

which holds for both the mobile and immobile labor case. Thus a 

regions overall agricultural income position relative to other 

regions is directly proportional to the difference in its rate 

of technical change ~elative to all other regions. Even though 

in the end technical change in all regions may lead to losses 

for all agricultural producers, each region· must tr/ to maximize 

its rate of technical change. This is also true if there are m 



factors of production is infinitely elastic supply because 

t ' K sKr~ • 0 in that case and equation (6.1) to (6.4) still 

hold. 
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7) An overview 

Tables two and three give a summary of the signs of the effects 

which we have derived so far. For the Evenson-Welch model they also 

give. (the negative of) the numerator of the sign condition as an 

indication of which parameters determine the sign. It will be most 

convenient to discuss these tables ;1n terms of the effects on partic-

ular groups. 

High income workers have a consumption pattern which gives a 

low weight to agricultural commodities in their income group specific 

price index. We can, therefore, discuss the approximate impact on their incomes 

' by looking at the dW , the change in the wage rate in terms of non-

agricultural goods. 

Throughout all the models high income workers ~ould be hurt by any 

expansion in labor supply. Even if labor is immobile across regions 

and labor increases in other regions than their own, this would be 

the case since awiaLj!_Oin column 6. Increases in other factors of 

production, however, can either hurt these workers or benefit them. 

' * The condition for aw /az in column 1 suggests that the lower the substi-

tuability of labor for other factors, and the higher the final demand 

elasticity, the more likaly will high income labor gain from an in-

crease in the supply of other factors of production. 

An exception to this is the case where labor is immobile across 

regions (column (6) and (7)) and where an increase in land in region 2 
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Table 2: Slpt1 for the Input Supply and the Output t'.!m.1nd !ffect!I 

IJntt lcglon cu~s Two Rt:glon Cuea 

11.lbile Labor I IJmobile L4bor 

(l) (2) (~) (4) (S) (6) 

Supply fU!"Uiw factors 2 2 2 1 1 1 

ractorw vith fl....! quantitie• 0 0 1 1 1 1 
ractorw vith fi:ad prices 0 • 0 0 • 0 
Olla Factor SueetI Effects 

IV' I 

iL• • - 'TY - c.,J~ ! o - (con'Wex) aw1 
' a1.1 

ar• 
8tL - cz <•,/•z> ! 0 - (1111111.Af) ~I'' 

'iL• a1.1 
a(ll/P)' 

• - Cz !O - (1111111Af) a(W/Pl' 
iL* aq-i aw• 

I _ _! 
j iLj 

I acw/P> • +•> 

b) 
!aq-
I a(W/S)' ~o .w!l!L'.. _.. - 'L :t -2/l/0(11oa1Af) I a(Wi/Wj)' -aL• iL* I 

Crou Factor SS?2lI ~!feces 

w• w !. 0 :tb) 
~--

.!Q!fil.:. 
az.• 'L-. !. 0 :tb) 

av• w 
I acw/P) • !u• 
I 

r111d DelUDd Z!fecta 

aw• 1L't + cz/a/. 0 + W*' !. 
ar• 

'L + cz•Ll•z - 8t.i. 0 iDi' !. + 

a(W!P)' ''L - £zl > 0 :t ao• c 

a) Thia dp b detenoioed only beu .. e laad 1a 111 

b) 

fiaed aupply and cz1 • O. Otherviae it would 

not be dp>Abh. 

lf the lt!ft out factora ar• eubati:utea c;11 balance, 

the •1RD 1a the aa:c •• in the previ:>ue coli:1111. 

aL• I 1 
I 

I awi aw• 1 
azr .:!:. .:!:. 

,_ 
±. t az• 

HV/11 
I 1 

± + .:!:..bl\ HW/1')' ,no--· 1-nr-' 1 
I 
I aw• :t I . 1 . "ii* I J 

!. ! i (W/Pl' 

1--n:r 
+ Ciioauf) + + 

+ (coawx) + + 

.:!:. 
_., z."> 

,. 
sign is nonpositive 

+ sign is nonnegative 
+ sign is ambiguous 

convex: Co11wuty 1a th• minimum asaumption to utabl1eh •h.n. 
11oni~r: ~on1nrer1ority 1• th• 111n1mua: aa1umptlon to catahli~h ai~n. 

.:!:. 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

•) -

(7) 

.1 

.1 

• 

z.b> 

b) 
+ 

!: 

+"> _, 

- (llOlliAf) 

+ll) 

+ 

+ 

t» 
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Table 3: S!gna o! Che T•·chalcal Oiange Eff•cta 

One ~gioa Cuea 

'*>bile Labor Imobile Labor 

Supply napoaah• factors 

facmn "1th fbed qU&nUtiaa 

racmn vitll fixed prices 

(l) 

2 
0 

0 

aP' ~0;(~ -1-jcsj~ll w 
W' -(II+ l~~d w 

(2) 

2 

0 

• 

!. 

(3) 

-
1 
0 

ap• w . 1 

!. av• 
: ati 
I 
i 

(4) m (6) 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 • 0 

lP' 
"I 
ltli 

(iD,,.,1 .... 
!. !. !. a+v1 and 

!"I ~j) I 

l(V/P)' ~O(poaitiw tf c1 • 0) !. 
IT' 

!. I acwtP> • +•> l> ; HW/P)' +•> ! at' ·nr-

•t •xpen.s• 
~ 

aw• • ! 3(W!:> • ! (11 - c )< 0 •z a.. •z: z_ i'i, 

aw• 
aA'°L 
IP' 
a"i. 
a(W{P)' 
a "i. 

Pootnotea: 

D .. a. 

•... 
•... 

! 1 
! 

i 
I 2/1/0 cue 

•~ exoecse !l..!.!.t'.!tn~ 
~ : c:.apital 

!.b) - (aoniuf) 

at •XJK._1~e oJ_!~-~ 
vith fixed prices 

- f!.'.. c 0 IL* -

• _a(W/P)_' c 0 
IL* -

!. 

I 
- (aoaiaf) i 

tt/l/• can I 
~~nse cf 
factors v!th 
fixed pricu 

I 
(coa•ex) ! 

i 
! 

~ 0 (aonin!) \ 
I 

!. 0 (aoniaf) 

aw;, 
w j 
acw1tr> • 

·nr--I j 
i 
: acyv,>' 
jnJ !. 

a) Tith ai~n la determ.inec! onl~ because bad f8 in 

fl:lil!d auppl7 and <7.1 • O. Othervtae it would 

GOt be atgnable. 

sign is nonpositive 
+ sign is nonnegative 
+ - sign is ambiguous 

b) The alf!TI ia •foLcml~c<! Lr the far.tou v1th f1Acd 

price• •rl! ::ub~tfture1 of the: other !actor.ii. 

convea: Convexity 1• the 11111n1nu1m •1uh.111ption tc establi•h 

aJr.n. 
aionlnf: :\onlnf~rlf'rlty 1• the r.iJ0!1u• a.&e1:art1lfttn tn 

~,.ttthl i'Jh 1tlJ1,11-

(l) 

1 
1 .. 

+ 
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will clearly hurt labor in region 1. 

Now consider low income laborers who spend most of their income on 

' food, i.e., look at the effects on (W/P) • Again these workers will lose 

from an increase in labor supply as long as it occurs in their own region. 

However, since the labor supply increase also reduces the agricultural 

price, their losses would usually be proportionately less than those of 

high income workers. The proportionate loss of high income workers exceeds 
' that of low income workers by oP * < O. 

aL 

Note here, we discuss the case where high income laborers spend all their 

income on non-foods and low income laborers all their income on food. If, 

however, high income workers spend a share µH of their income on food while 

low income workers spend µL on food, with ~ < µL we can form rates of 

changes of price indices (P) such that 

' Therefore their wage effects will always differ by ( µH -··lli.)P < O 

' instead of by P • 

Returning to the extreme case, when labor is immobile and land is 

in fixe:lsupply (column 6) poor laborers in region 1 will g~in from an in-

crease in labor in another region, which is in contrast to the high income workeri 

When more factors are added (column 7), they may either gain or lose, 

but we can presume that in many cases they will continue to gain while 

high income laborers can never gain. The beneficial effects of the price 
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drop of ten will outweigh the detrimental effect on the wage rate. 

A similar situati-0n arises when other factors than labor increase. 

In column (1) we see that if land supply increases the poor laborers 

will gain while the high income laborers lose. This is also the case 

in both regional cases when there are only 

two factors of production. Only if more factors of production are 

added (columns (2), (5) and (7)) can we no longer be sure that the poor 

laborers will gain because complementarities of additional factors may 

work against them. 

Expansion in final demand always benefits high income laborers, but 

it will definitely lead to losses for low income laborers when there are 

only two factors of production and the land supply is exogenous (column 1 

with e: • 0 and column (4) and (6) >- Only when complementary factors of z 
production are added or land is in elastic supply may the poor workers 

not lose from an expansion in final demand. 

Neutral techni~al change may benefit or hurt high income labor. In 

all cases highly elastic f ina~ demand will lead to gains for labor because 

the saving of labor made possible by the technical change is off set by the 

more than proportional output expansion. In the regional case,with immobile 

labor the expressions in the text suggest that the smaller the region ex-

periencing the technical change, the more likely its labor is to gain. 

Output prices almost always fall when technical change occurs. In 

the one region case the price drop is proportional to the rate of technical 

change when the final demand elasticity is equal to minus one and exceeds 

it if final demand is more elastic.than that (column (1), but also for 2 

and 3). The fact that prices are reduced makes gains for low income workers 

more likely than for high income workers, especially if land has zero supply 
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elasticity and there are no additional complementary factors of pro-

duction. !n that case the poor workers tend to gain regardless of the 

final demand elasticity while the high income workers may still lose. 

Wherever we can establish a sign for the biases, high income and low 

income workers both lose from labor-saving technical change. Note, how-

ever, that in a model with many factors of production we cannot establish 

signs for an increase in the labor-saving bias if it goes at. the expense 

of land. Also recall that for the genuine n/1/0 case we cannot establish 

the effects of any biases. 

Large owners and capital owners. We will only discuss th~ income 

effects in terms of nona~ricultural ROOds by ~ssuming that the land and capital 

owners are usually among the wealthier groups consuming mostly nonagricultural good: 
In the 2/0/0 and 2/0/m models land is treated symmetrically to labor 

and the effects on the land owners can be found by inverting the role of 

land and labor in the equations corresponding to these models. Thus.land 

owners lose when land is expanded, they may gain or lose when labor is 

expanded and they gain if final demand is expanded. By looking at the 

conditions for technical change it is clear that landowners and laborers 

both lose or gain together when technical change occurs, a fact which was 
. 1 

noted already in Binswanger (1978) • 

For the 2/1/0 model capital and labor are treated symmetrically and 

the conditions for the capital owners can be derived from the equations 

in the text by interchanging the role of capital and labor. But for this 

model and the regional models, land is fixed in supply and the land rent 

effects have to be determined r~sidually. It is, however, clear that land 

~ote that this is not the case when we consider general equilibrium models 
with more than one sector. See Binswanger (1978). 
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owners will lose if land expands in their own region, that they may gain 

or lose if other factors of production expand in their own region, that 

they may gain or lose if other factors of production expand and that they 

will gain with expansion in final demand. Furthermore, technical change will 

lead to losses or gains according to the final demand elasticities. 

Consumers in other sectors will gain from any changes which reduces 

agricultural prices. Expansion in the supply of any factor of production 

anywhere will do that. Similarly, any increase in technical change will do 

it as well, unless final demand is infinitely elastic (possible exception). 

Even without changes in the rate of te~hnical change, a shift of the bias of 

technical change in favor of saving factor3 in relatively elastic supply will 

of ten tend to reduce the output price and benefit nonagricultural 

' consumers. Consider aP in the different models. In the 2/0/0 case (column 
. . a~' 

l), this will be positive if land is in elastic supply relative to labor and 

the bias shifts from saving land more to saving labor. When complementary 

factors are possible (2/0/n and 2/1/0 cases) however, we can no longer. be sure 

of this sign. However, if there are factors in infinitely elastic supply or 

with fixed prices (2/0/m and 2/1/n cases) a shift of the bias from saving those 

factors towards saving labor will reduce the output price since labor is then 

the less elastic factor. That shifts of biases towards factors in relatively 

inelastic supply will tend to reduce output price is another demonstration 

of the induced innovation hypothesis which states that society gains from 

directing technical change towards factors in inelastic supply. 

One observation which may be appropriate to concluda this paper is that 

evaluating distributional impacts of policies which affect factor supplies, 
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output demand and technical change in agriculture is not straight 

forward at all. With the exception of the own factor demand effects, 

the impacts aepend on the conditions in the factor and output markets 

and on the position of a region where the changes occur relative to 

other regions. The observation that a particular policy or technical 

change has had a favorable distributional effect when occurring in one 

environment just is not sufficient to advocate the technical change 

in another environment on distributional gounds. We hope, however, 

that the results of this paper may be helpful in understanding under 

what kinds of conditions similar results can be expected and when not, 

and to assist in evaluating likely distributional effects in an ex ante 

framework • 
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APPENDIX 

Sign Proofs for Determinants 

to prove signs of inverse elements of the Excess Elasticities 

Matrices one has to trace those matrices back to the matrix of 

second order derivatives of the prof it function and to minors there-

of. Consider the (singular) Elasticities Matrix 8 for the two 

factor-one output case 

(A-1) 

8 - -
3Y W 
aw Y 

3K R 
aRK 

3Y R 
aa Y 

aY P 
ap Y 

The first two rows are factor demand rows and the last row is the 

output supply row. Now compare it to the matrix n of second order 

derivatives of the cost function with respect to the prices of the 

factors of production in the subsrcipts. 

(A-2) 

n • • 

aL 
aw 

aK 
- aw 

ay 
aw 

aL --ClR 

ay 
'ii 

aL --ap 
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It is clear that B can be derived from ~ by dividing the labor 

demand row by (- L), the capital demand row by (- K), the output 

aupply row by Y and multiplying each of the columns by W, R and P 

respectively. 

If we multiply a row or a column of a matrix A by a constant 

k, its determinant IAI becomes klAI. Therefore 

(A-3) II WR.PI 
B • (-K)(-L)Y nl 

and Isl would have the same sign than n.1 Similarly if we knew the 

sign of the determinant of any minor of ll, say jnlLL ;. nKK liyy - ~ llYK 

It would follow that 

(A-4) 

i.e. lalLL would be of the opposite sign than lnlLL· 
Generally to the n-factor and m-goods case, we can have the 

following rule: 

Rule l: The determinant of an elasticity matrix (or of any 

minor thereof) has the same sign than the determinant of the 

corresponding matrix (or minor) of second order derivatives of the 

prof it function if the number of factor demand rows involved in 

the matrix (or minor) is even. It has the opposite sign if the 

number of factor demand rows involved is odd. (The number of 

1In this case lnl • O, therefore Isl • O. 

...'".·,;.;. _.• .··-·. ;. .,.· ··-· 



output supply rows involved is immaterial.) 

But we are interested in signing the determinant and minors 

of the excess elasticity matrix [B + c]. In the two factor-one 

good case discussed above let H be the matrix of factor supply 

and output demand slopes_ 

(A.5) ~ 0 aL 0 rw 
H• ~ • aK 

a& 
- ay 

0 -hy 0 ap 

which is non-negative definite. Note that [B + c] is constructed 

from (n + H) in exactly the same way that a is constructed from n. 
Therefore Rule 2 holds: 

Rule 2: The determinant of an excess elasticity matrix (or 

of any of its minors) has the same sign than the determinant of 

,the corresponding matrix (or minor) of the [Il + H] matrix if the 

number of factor demand rows involved in the matrix (or minor) is 

even. It has t?e opposite sign if the number of factor demand 

rows involved is odd. 

We therefore coof ine our attention to the signs of the deter-

minants and minors of the [n + H] matrix and note the following 

well known facts: 

.,.· .·;..: .. 
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Rule 3A: The matrix n is non-negative definite and all its 

principal minors have non-negative determinants. 

Rule 3B: The matrix H is nonnegagive definite, since all its 

diagonal elements are positive or zero in the one good case. (In the m-

goods case the output demand submatrix would also be non-negative 

definite and the matrix H remains non-negative definite.) 

Rule 3C: The sum of two non-negative definite matrices is 

non-negative definite and therefore [Il + H] is non-negative defin-

ite. }..11 its principal minors have non-negative determinants. 

Now consider the regional cases with mobile labor where the 

national elasticity matrix has the form 

iLL 6LY l.ll3LL1 + l2 BLL2; l.l 6LY1 + l2 6tY2 
(A-6) e - -

BYL Byy vlByLl + v2 8YL2; vl SYYl + v2 Byy2 

w.-ith >.i 
Li Yi 

Compare it with the sum of the second ... ~and v ,._ 
L i y 

order derivatives of the profit function in each region, which is 

non-negative definite because each of the regional matrices is non-

negative definite. 

(A-:) 

llyu + Ilyu ; Ilyy1 + Ilyy2 

...... ·:· . ..: .. 
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It is clear that (A-6) can be derived froQ (A-7) by dividing the 

first row by (-L), the second row by Y, and by multiplying the 

first column by W and the second column by P. Therefore 

Iii • -(WP/LY) lffl ~ O. Rule l continues to apply in the case 

of regional models with an arbitrary number of mobile £actors of 

production. 

Now consider the case of immobile labor where the excess 

elasticity matrix has the form: 

(A-8) (B + c] • O 

Syy - a 

Compare it with the following matrices 

11.t.1 0 ~Yll jo 0 0 l 
(A-9) * 

(Ill + * n2 + h*] - 0 0 0 + 0 nLL2 ~Y2 

~l 
0 nYYl 0 llyL2 ~2 

1\1 
+ 11u 

-by 
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A6 

n~, n; and h* are all non-negative definite therefore their sum is non-

* * negative definite. The [B + c] matrix is derived from Crr1 + n2 + h*] by 

multiplying the first column by w1 , the second by w2 and the third by P 

and by dividing the first row by (-L1), the second by (-L2) and the 

third by Y. Therefore 

la+ cl • (-L }(-L )Y .1 2 
ll~ + ll~ + h•I , o 

Rule 2 again carries through to the regional case with immobile 

labor where labor in region 1 gets counted as a separate factor of 

production from labor in region 2 for the purposes of estai.>lishing 

signs. Note that for determining signs of determinants we could apply 

the regional cases to as many mobile and immobile £actors of production 

and goods as we want, i.e. develop mixed cases. 

_,.'·:-,_._ 
_,· ·--. 
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Table 4: LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A~, A!, A' Factoral rates of technical change under the cost function 
L z 

c Cost of production 

D* Final demand shifters 

B' P~, B' shifts in factor demands and output supplied with fixed land K' -:I profit function 

K, IC* Capital, capital supply shifter 

L, L* Labor, labor supply shifter 

M . Per capita product or income . 
Mx,t ~· Hz Labor, capital, land income 

N Population 

p . Output prices, p are price indexes . 
Q Biases 

R Capital rental rate 

s Land rent 

Si Share of factor i in jalue of output 

T' . Rates of technical change. . 
W Wage rates (or factor prices in general many factor case). 

Y : Outputs 

Z Quantity of land 

a . Commodity demand elasticities . 
0 : Elasticity of substitution 

£ . Factor supply elasticities . 
Tl Factor demand elasticities 

A1 . Share of labor force in secto.r 1 • 

l11 Share of sector 1 in national product 

t1 · Share of capital in sector t 
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).r . Share of labor force in region r . 
"r . Share of region r in output . 
tr . Share of capital in region r . 
i. l ..•... n factors or goods 

j • 1 •••••• n factors or goods 

L • 1,2 Sectors 

r • 1,2 Regions 

k • 1 •••••• K income groups 

~ • expenditure share of income groups k on ~ood h 

S • factor demand and ou~put supply elasticities for profit functions 

61h • Share of income arising out of factor i for income group k 


